**Recorded Future** is the only Universal Threat Intelligence Solution which provides real-time threat intelligence to help organizations proactively defend against cyber-attacks.

Recorded Future’s unique technology collects and analyzes vast amount of data to deliver relevant cyber threat insights in real time. The solution aggregates this rich intelligence with any other threat data sources, empowering security teams to collaborate on analysis and delivering intelligence wherever most needed, including rapid integration with existing security solutions.

**LinkShadow**, the next-generation cybersecurity analytics is a dynamic technology platform that helps enhance the productivity of existing security tools as well as provide a host of complementary functions that holistically create a single-pane-of-glass view into the critical challenges faced by organizations. Designed for organizations looking to improve their defense against advanced cyberattacks, LinkShadow empowers security teams to gain maximum insight through multiple features catering to Behavioral Analytics, CXO Visibility, Security Synopsis and Threat Hunting.
INTEGRATION STORY: LINKSHADOW - RECORDED FUTURE

LinkShadow integrates with Recorded Future to empower the Threat Intelligence detection as part of the Intelligence Driven Defense. Recorded Future unlocks LinkShadow's capability to search for IoC's in real-time from the broadest set of open, closed, and technical sources to track various techniques that attackers use throughout the different stages of a cyberattack.

CHALLENGES OVERCOME BY THE INTEGRATION:

IOCs are usually relevant for short periods of time and limited to detecting existing threats as attackers continue to update their operations. Recorded Future connects the dots by providing context on the IoCs and the TTPs of adversaries to fully comprehend the threat landscape and make better use of the IoCs, improving the remediation time combined with the detections from LinkShadow Analytics Platform.

THIS ROBUST TECHNOLOGY ALLIANCE EQUIPS SECURITY TEAMS WITH:

- Full context and insights about emerging threats with real-time intel.
- Helps in prioritizing incidents and improving remediation process.
- Optimizes security operations efficiency.
- Boosts efficiency and speed of the threat research analysis by many-folds.
- Aids in making informed decisions based on evidence.
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